
By David Gould, Staff Editor 

Arriving at the 10-year milestone in 2018 seemed to trigger a shift in 
mindset for Proponent Group. It caused a tilt in the longtime balancing act 
between learning how to coach better and learning to leverage coaching 
skills into a highly rewarding life. Always a priority, payback for hard-working 
coaches via bigger incomes and more free time has become particularly 
important of late.

     Does this mean Proponent gatherings will include less cutting-edge 
information on the art and science of improving golf performance? Unlikely
—that habit is too deeply ingrained to ever fade. But it does mean there’s a 
new intensity and seriousness around compensation and quality of life. 

     The shift is symbolized and spearheaded by the work of Proponent’s 
second-year Director, Andy Hilts, who began offering in-depth sales training 
seminars last fall and soon learned how hungry his fellow coaches were to 
develop a bona fide skill set for book-filling and business-building. Andy 
gave morning and afternoon presentations of his training seminar on 
Wednesday of PGA Show week down in Room W109B, where so much 
continuing-ed material has been absorbed by members over the years. 

     The day prior, Tuesday, a co-sponsored program of seminars and talks 
on Junior Development, in conjunction with College Golf Connect, featured 
a diverse faculty of experienced professionals. A note of sincere thanks 
goes to K-Motion for sponsoring the day.     (continued on page 8)
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WHAT OUR MEMBERS 
ARE WATCHING 
MOST-VIEWED PROPONENT 
VIDEOS THIS MONTH 
One of the most popular 
benefits on our member 
website is the Webinar/Video 
Archive, loaded up with 
presentations from Proponent 
events over the past 11 years. 
Check out the top speakers in 
the industry, sharing their 
insights to help you improve.


In January, these were the 10 
most-watched videos:  

1) Tyler Ferrell— A Good 
Release: The Shoulder or the 
Wrist?


2 ) Don Hurter— Introduction 
to DECADE


3) Damon Goddard and Tim 
Mahoney—  Increasing 
Athleticism on the Golf 
Course through the Training 
Floor


4 ) Dr. Rob Neal and Layne 
Savoie—Wedge Craft: Friction, 
Spin and Launch 


5) Brian Jacobs— Secrets to 
Selling Your Services


6) Trent Wearner — Golf 
Scrimmages


7) Dr. Greg Rose— Power 
Development for Golf


8) Will Robins— The 5 Hurdles 
to Overcome When 
Transitioning form Hourly 
Teaching to the Results-Based 
Coaching Model


9) Mike Bender— Developing 
Elite Players


10) Dr. Rob Neal with Layne 
Savoie— Wedge Craft: 
Friction, Spin and Launch 


Relations between the teaching professional and ownership or 
management of the facility where that teacher works can be contentious. It’s 
a topic of discussion that comes up frequently within Proponent Group. 
Most would agree that communication and mutual understanding between 
the two parties could be improved, but the necessary exchange of 
viewpoints doesn’t happen much at an organizational level. This weekend at 
the annual conference of the National Golf Course Owners Association 
(NGCOA) there will be a notable effort in that direction—with Proponent 
Group Director Andy Hilts helping make it happen. 

     Course owner Cathy Harbin, a golf industry veteran who has been 

executive 
director of Golf 
20/20 and a 
high-ranking 
ClubCorp 
executive, will 
co-present with 
Andy on the 
subject of the 
instructor’s 
value to player 
development 
and to the 
profitability of 
the facility 
where he or she 
teaches. The 
event, which 
takes place in 

San Diego, Calif., Feb 5-7, attracts hundreds of course owners and 
managers. Andy’s presentation, developed with input from Steve Loesher, 
the national director of instruction for Billy Casper Golf, is well-documented 
with revenue performance numbers. It deals in a frank and candid manner 
with the various causes of friction between golf coaches and the course 
operators. Check next month’s newsletter for a report on how conference 
attendees responded to the message and what questions and comments 
they offered.

     Among all the different instruction programming that has produced 
bottom-line gains for golf courses, the Operation 36 Network is particularly 
effective and has upped its game significantly of late. In January, Op36 
unveiled a dashboard-style app that delivers highly impressive reporting and 
communication tools. Billed as the “first app ever to measure how many 
golfers each coach is creating,” it allows users to see the number of golfers 
created in their community, to quickly view players in the program who need 
additional support, and to run reports monitoring golfer progress—including 
viewing and printing each golfer’s journey over time. To further support 
network activity, coaches receive chat support in the app.

     “The new updates makes it a lot more fun for professionals to track their 
efforts in bringing non-golfers into the game, and give them a motivating 
plan for improvement,” say Matt Reagan, CEO and co-founder. Proponent 
Group welcomed Op36 as a new sponsor this past fall.  


PLAYER-DEVELOPMENT NEWS: HILTS TO 
ADDRESS OWNERS; OP36 UPGRADES 

This year’s conference of course owners and operators will 
include an educational session on the value of golf instruction.
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FOR BEGINNERS TO WINNERS                  
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PURCHASED BY 
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Contact us on info@golphin.com
www.golphin.com

“I’ve found that the unique weighting and the larger
club heads have really made it easier for my juniors
to hit higher quality shots “  - 

Cheryl Anderson, Golf Digest Top 50 
Best Teachers in America
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By Andy Hilts, Director 

I checked it out with a stopwatch 
and the length of time it will take 
you to read this is just under three 
minutes. That doesn’t seem like 
much, and I’m absolutely 
determined to provide a valuable 
message in exchange for the 2:45 
or so you’ll be giving up, but the 
underlying point is pretty clear: The 

clock is always ticking for people in our business. One 
of the characters in a Dr. Suess book famously asked: 
“How did it get so late so soon?” I’m sure we each 
wonder the same thing quite often.
     During my week at the PGA Show, comments about 
the value of time kept cropping up. It was a central 
theme at the Leadbetter Golf Academy on the day I did 
my presentation for them. I heard it during the GOLF 
Channel Academy meeting of lead 
coaches. And I heard it many times 
down in Room W109B, the Proponent 
meeting space. (You pick up great 
information in that room—I just hate 
how much time it takes to walk there 
from the exhibit hall.)
     The optimal way of running a golf 
instruction business is becoming 
known. There’s a consensus emerging 
around best practices for operating 
efficiently and maxing out your 
compensation. People have been 
studying all this for a while and have 
come to certain conclusions.
     Unfortunately, the conclusion that’s come down the 
pike most recently is that golf instructors don’t have the 

time it takes to do all the best-practice things that 
optimize business performance. Marketing and 
customer-relationship managing is time-consuming in 
the first place. It’s all the more so when it’s being done 
by people whose expertise is golf instruction. The 
coaches I know who fight the good fight to market their 
brand and connect with consumers do those things at 
the end of the day, when they’d rather be relaxing with 
family and friends or otherwise recharging the battery.
     Proponent Group became part of GOLF Channel a 
year and a half ago and that began a process that has 
led to our profession—golf coaching—getting  
supported with tools, technology and even human 
resources. GOLF Instructor Plus is the embodiment of 
that. It’s brand-new to market but it’s getting a great 
reception already. It’s designed to answer virtually all the 
questions and concerns about number of hours in the 
day for the hard-pressed golf teacher. 

       If this sounds like a homespun 
commercial for GOLF Instructor Plus, I 
guess I plead guilty on that count. I 
happen to be in a position to know a lot 
about it, including what your peers who 
have looked into it are saying. They're 
seeing it as a chance to enjoy much-
needed rest and time with family, instead 
of trying to accomplish all the business-
related tasks besides actually teaching. 
The idea is to put energy into doing what 
they do best, and trust the marketing, 
promotion and customer-relationship 
work to people who specialize in those 
areas. It’s a pretty promising way to 

change things up so that you’re able to go through the 
average workday without needing to ask that question, 
“How did it get so late so soon?”

SOLVING THE NOT-ENOUGH-TIME PROBLEM

PROPONENT GROUP PARTNERS

4

The coaches I know 
who fight the good 

fight to market their 
brand and connect 
with customers do 
those tasks at the 

end of the day.
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Being a Professional is more difficult than ever before. Your job description forces you to work 
harder and deal with many diverse responsibilities. It is impossible to be an expert in everything. 
Any assistance you can get is beneficial. Club Champion has designed a program that allows the 
Professional to benefit from that assistance. It allows you to realize additional revenue, devote 
more time to other profitable work, plus gain useful perks for the entire staff. 

Club Champion is the #1 premium club fitter, builder and retailer of the best brands in golf. Our 
master fitters and builders are unrivaled experts. They deliver a Tour-quality fitting that produces 
longer, more accurate shots with a nearly 100% satisfaction rate. The approach is unbiased; no 
specific vendor is promoted. The only goal – find the best combination of components to produce 
lower scores. With over 35,000 hittable combinations, Club Champion will build the perfect clubs 
for your students. 

When you partner with Club Champion to assist with club fitting, you receive a lifetime 
commission on referred sales, a credit back to your member or a combination of both. 2017 PGA 
Teacher of the Year David Leadbetter agrees, “You have clients who are searching for something 
extra that will improve their game and they often go outside of your facility to find it. Club 
Champion's Professional Partnership Program allows them to receive a Tour-level club fitting while 
you generate additional revenue. No matter the skill level, your golfers will thank you for suggesting 
custom-fitted clubs.” 

Professional Partnership Program Benefits Include:

• Revenue-share  through  commissions  on  sales
• Monthly  payouts
• Complimentary  fittings  for  entire Professional 

staff

As Business Development Lead for Club Champion and a PGA Professional, I understand what it 
takes to administer the many duties of the Professional. Club Champion allows you to focus more 
effectively on the core aspects of your business by outsourcing a portion of your facility’s 
equipment sales and still earn significant revenue. We have enabled you to earn even more money 
in the other areas of your operation. 

Constant changes in shaft, head and grip technologies make it almost impossible to keep up with 
tech savvy members or students. Carrying a large quantity of demos, inventory and multiple fitting 
carts is expensive and time consuming. And you still won’t have many of the options your students 
want or need. Through Club Champion, you provide the highest level of club fitting and equipment 
knowledge while increasing satisfaction.

Our unique coupling system allows us to combine any head and shaft together. Golfers hit the 
precise combination to be custom-built for them. Most stores use fitting carts provided by club 
manufacturers. While they offer options, golfers are unable to mix-and-match across carts to 
determine their ideal combinations. Club Champion offers hundreds of shafts, many not available 
through most other fitters and retailers.

For more information on the Professional Program, email Luke Edelman 
at luke.edelman@clubchampiongolf.com. 

EARN PROFITS & PERKS
FOR CLUB FITTING REFERRALS 

By Luke Edelman, PGA

F R O M  C L U B  C H A M P I O N

 

 

• VIP Professional Pricing on
equipment for personal use

• Marketing support
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CASE STUDIES OF TEACHER - STUDENT COLLABORATION 

THE COACH ASKED FOR THREE YEARS AND 
HIS STUDENT—NOW SCRATCH—SAID ‘I’M IN’    
By David Gould, Staff Editor

Peter Egazarian arrived in a college town in western 
Massachusetts five years ago and hung a shingle that 
might as well have read: “Long-term Coaching Only.” In 
his role as head of instruction at semi-private Taconic 
Golf Club, he’s dedicated to helping every member who 
needs a teacher’s help, and holds to that promise. 
     “I don’t do one-off lessons, and haven’t since I got 
here,” says Egazarian. “If a member is having trouble, 
we get together and have a conversation, and they’ll 
know I’m 100 percent available to take care of them—it’s 
just that band-aid lessons don’t accomplish that.”
     To build a following took him considerable time, 
based on the requirements of the motor-learning model. 
Legitimately improving golf skills demands patience on 
the part of the student, and 
building up the lesson book 
calls for patience on the 
part of the coach, when 
one-and-done lessons 
aren’t part of the menu. 
     Egazarian’s tenure in 
Williamstown, Mass., 
answers the fascinating 
question of whether you 
can show up unknown in a 
new place and go strictly 
with the coaching model. 
Turns out you can, thanks 
to the model’s effectiveness 
when it’s administered by a 
skilled professional. The 
golfers who signed on with 
this longtime Proponent 
member improved, and 
people noticed. Justin 
McKennon, a brilliant 20-something engineer who 
specializes in private aircraft electrical systems, was one 
of them. Four years ago he came to Egazarian with a 
14-handicap golf game, an eye-popping 45-yard hook 
and pain in his lumbar that was steadily getting worse. 
     All that first winter, the task of the coach was to keep 
McKennon from putting his clubs on eBay and quitting. 
Eventually, Egazarian delivered a message: Major 
improvement was possible, but the journey would take 
three years. Justin’s answer: “Take me there, coach.” So 
off they went. Taconic, built in 1927 on magnificent 

parkland terrain, is one of the 10 best second-shot golf 
courses in the Northeast—these days McKennon plays 
a razor-sharp ball-control game that very often gets him 
around in under par. On longer courses, the 330-yard 
drives he’s now capable of bombing become all the 
more valuable. “He had a 67 last summer,” the coach 
reports. “He’s starting to enter qualifiers for our state 
amateur and mid-amateur.”
     Being an engineer, was McKennon that student who 
“needs to know the ‘why’ of everything?” Egazarian says 

no, calling Justin “an extremely 
coachable player,” a trait that can 
cut two ways, obviously.
     “The swing Justin came to me 
with was, to the letter, what a 
previous teacher had asked him 
to make,” says Egazarian. 
“Unfortunately, its trigger was a 
pronounced pulling action from 
the top, which led to an extreme 
early extension of his hips and a 
club path out to the right that he 
countered by closing his clubface 
to the path.” This resulted in that 
massive hook and extreme 
compression of the lower spine.
    “I love working with 
engineers,” says Peter. “To me 
they aren’t data-crazy—this one 
certainly wasn’t. He only cares 
about cause-effect factors that 
are relevant to what we’re 
working him toward.” With 
incorrect beliefs peeled away, 
McKennon was down to a 
simple swing concept of feeling 
load-up in the arch of his trail foot 

and a corresponding sensation of 
unloading, again as felt in that one area. “He knows the 
ground-force dynamics of it, but he isn’t actively thinking 
about them when he plays,” says the coach. 
     Controlling the TrackMan spec of “low point” is  
something the two now focus on, including in a new 
phase all about wedge play. It features lots of hitting to 
widely varying targets with each club. “He can hit his sand 
wedge six or seven different ways,” says Egazarian.    
     From a tricky start, this coach-student relationship 
has gone to good places—with more progress likely in 
the seasons to come.

 Justin McKennon at impact. Inset photo: Peter Egazarian
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BOBBY JONES AND SUNICE  
JUST FOR PROPONENT MEMBERS

All current product from Bobby Jones’ and Sunice outstanding mens’  
and womens’ lines is available for personal use to  

Proponent Members at outstanding preferred pricing:  
WITHOUT MANUFACTURER LOGO: 30% off standard wholesale pricing  

WITH MANUFACTURER LOGO: 50% off standard wholesale pricing 

Check out all the options at bobbyjones.com and sunicesports.com. To place 
a personal use order – or for pricing on bulk orders for outings, golf schools 

or other student usage – contact Customer Service at 800-561-3872. 

http://bobbyjones.com
http://bobbyjones.com
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(continued from page 1)

On Thursday it was time once 
again for an education slate 
presented by Proponent Group in 
conjunction with Golf 
BioDynamics, a highly respected 
research and coaching company 
run by the husband-wife team of 
Dr. Rob Neal and Karen 
Harrison. The agenda for 
Thursday was mainly Karen’s 
doing, as Dr. Rob himself 
indicated. And for a duo as 
deeply immersed in the “hard 
science” of golf performance, 
they devoted a good chunk of 
time to several humanistic 
presentations on mentorship, to 
close out the day. 
     At the center of those two 
hours was Jim McLean, a close 
colleague and friend of Neal and 
Harrison, and certainly one of 
the most influential and 
successful teachers our industry has produced.
     McLean was cited as a mentor by Debbie 
Doniger, who spoke in the hour before, describing 
her personal journey as a woman instructor moving 
up the ladder. Then it was Jim’s turn to stand solo 
at the podium and reflect on a storied career, later 
to join a panel discussion that rounded out the day. 
It featured David Leadbetter, 
Mike Diffley, Jason Sutton 
and Sam Wiley. Golf 
BioDynamics is known for 
testing the brainpower of 
instructors who attend their 
clinics, but this time they truly 
pulled on heartstrings, as 
well.
     Paul Dewland began the 
full day of talks with a user’s 
guide to the motivations, 
mental patterns and routes to 
success of top young golfers. 
With clients who play on the 
PGA Tour, the European Tour, 
the LPGA Tour and all the 
rest, the Orlando-based 
coach is a proven leader in 
mental-game performance.
     The best way to 
summarize Dewland’s 
message is to quote the 
three categories he 

continually referred to: Things one can control fully, 
things one can influence (or control indirectly) and 
things over which one has zero control. How much 
energy and focus does a golfer place on each of 
the three—that’s a question coaches need to 
address, so as to turn a student’s attention mainly 
on tasks and activity that fit in the control-fully 
bucket. (Hint: “Win the tournament!” isn’t in there.)

     “To the extent that your 
primary sense of success is 
focused on the other two 
categories,” Dewland 
explained, “that’s how likely 
you’ll be to experience 
anxiety, frustration and 
pressure that is hard to 
withstand.” Paul’s status as a 
Certified Trainer of Neuro-
Linguistic Programming 
signaled those listening that 
it’s quite demanding to retrain 
ourselves toward a chop 
wood-carry water process of 
attending to the disciplined 
areas where we indeed have 
control. “This is a skill,” he 
said simply. “It has to be 
practiced.” Interestingly, it can 
be taught to the competitive 
junior player with a good 
success rate, but “only about 
one in 20 parents will ever 

Dr. Rob Neal, who helped coordinate Thursday’s agenda, spoke about performance metrics.

Brandon Stooksbury: Wedge training is a true frontier.
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become persuaded” of the principle, according to 
Paul.
     Brandon Stooksbury then took the stage and 
didn’t mince words.“We’re here today,” he said “to 
talk about a weakness in coaching—how to teach 
wedge play to club-level golfers.” Stooksbury is 
director of instruction at Idle Hour Golf Club in 
Macon, Ga., and author of the widely popular “The 
Wedge Book: An Owner's Manual for Your Short 
Game.” His case proved convincing, based upon 
“short-game IQ deficiencies” on both the playing 
and coaching side.
     Wedge design, which Stooksbury has studied 
intently for many years, needs to be better 
understood in order for club golfers to make better 
use of their wedges—and for golf instructors to do a 
better job of making that happen. “What is a wedge, 
anyway?” Stooksbury asked his audience. “If you’re 
going around thinking it is simply a more lofted 
version of an 8-iron, you’re quite mistaken.”
     He began on 
his path toward 
becoming a 
wedge-ologist 
while teaching 
at the PGA 
Tour Golf 
Schools in Las 
Vegas. Making 
progress with 
the full swing in 
a typical four-
day school 
format was 
daunting if not 
impossible, he 
observed, 
meanwhile on 
the short-game 
side he had 
been achieving 
significant 
success. Eager 
to increase his 
knowledge of wedge technique and equipment—
focusing on less-than-full swings of all varieties—he 
found there was a shortage of it.
     To this day, in Brandon’s view, there isn’t enough 
good data on this subject and there probably isn’t a 
high enough curiosity level on the part of teachers. 
“Even when people come to watch me teach, they 
don’t ask to observe a short-game lesson,” 
Stooksbury reports. Takeaway point: Pay heed to 
groove deterioration, especially in better players 
who practice a lot. “They can kill a wedge in less 
than a year,” he says, “and they’ll start abandoning 
their proper technique because the ball isn’t going

where it’s supposed to, due 
to groove wear.”
     “Developmental Swing 
Mechanics: A Journey Through 
the Ages” is how Dr. Rob Neal 
titled his own presentation. It 
was marked by a multi-year 
tracking of the progress he’s 

experienced in working with talented juniors—
especially as their bodies developed and their own 
expectations for their progress brought tension to 
the learning process. Speed and stability received 
much attention, and tended to be in opposition to 
each other. Athletic juniors “can be all speed” and 
lacking the body mass needed to maintain a good 
architecture throughout the full swing. 
     One graphic that went up showed a student “who 
came to us with great sequencing and never lost 
that,” according to Dr. Rob, even as the boy’s pelvic 
rotation speed increased by some 50 percent in a 
short time span. As for how that increase came 

Debby Doniger (left) reinvented herself 
but held to core beliefs. Paul Dewland 
(above) trains juniors to focus on non-
ego goals that are within reach.  
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about, Neal was his 
normal scientific self, 
adding his usual wry 
humor: “Testosterone 
and androgen get the 
credit for that, not me.”
     The “breakout” story 
of how a golf instructor 
who is well-known locally 
develops media skills 
and connections to 
spread their fame is one 
that many if not most 
teachers are interested 
to hear. Debbie Doniger 
told a particularly 
interesting rise-to-
prominence tale, 
beginning with the day 
she admitted to herself 
that “uncharted territory” 
lay ahead, for someone 
with coaching cred but 
no journalism training or 
inside knowledge of how 
modern media works.
     “I sat down and put 
ideas together and sent 
them to magazine 
editors,” she explained. “I 
have a relentless 
curiosity about golf 
performance and I think 
that came through.” 
These editors began 
responding, and small 
appearances in Golf Digest and Golf for Women 
expanded into a bigger presence. Eventually Doniger 
became a co-host of two Sirius golf radio shows on 
the PGA Tour Network, interviewing golf experts, 
teachers, trainers and inventors, as well as helping 
callers improve their game through on-air tips.
     Interestingly, she spoke about one of her most 
impressive gigs—as a fairway reporter for Fox 
Sports at such top-tier events as the men’s and 
women’s U.S. Opens—with only mild enthusiasm. 
Reason being, she didn’t consider that type of 
media work as the best fit for her abilities. In 
general, she’s sought out constructive criticism and 
pressed her producers to give it to her candidly—
that’s admirable behavior, and not exactly common 
in the ego-bruising world of global media.
     The headline to Jim McLean’s look-back was an 
astounding statistic—some 350 golf professionals 
who have worked for Jim at a club or in his golf 
schools organization have gone on to become either 
a director of golf or director of instruction. There’s a 

coin with two sides that 
sums up this coach’s 
career—freewheeling 
curiosity paired with 
diligent, shortcut-avoiding 
discipline. He spoke of 
the people he mentored 
in tones that were warm 
and praising—Cristie 
Kerr, Keegan Bradley, 
the USGA executive 
Mary Lopuszynski, and 
others. When he spoke 
of the people who 
mentored him there was 
a trace of hero-worship 
still to be detected.
Their ranks include John 
Wooden, Jackie Burke, 
George Leonard, Claude 
Harmon, Bruce Coslet, 
Craig Shankland, Ken 
Venturi, Carl Welty, Pat 
Riley and Dr. James 
Nicholas, the New York 
City orthopedic surgeon 
who consulted to NFL 
and NHL teams, and 
whose medical practice 
actually provided the 
model for what the Jim 
McLean Golf Schools 
would become.
     There was passion 
woven throughout his 

remarks, which to McLean is an everyday 
requirement of the dedicated professional. 
Learning sparks it, as does the sense that hard 
work and a partnership based on a first-rate plan 
can truly change the landscape. When Bradley 
arrived at his door, extremely unaccomplished and 
already out of college, the coach and player set off 
on a multi-year collaboration. “Keegan was a 
sponge,” McLean recalled, “until finally he was a 
PGA Champion, and then he wasn’t a sponge 
anymore.” The observation was made in a 
philosophical, accepting tone. “In the work we do,” 
McLean said, “you eventually get fired—Butch 
Harmon told me that. He said, ‘Jim, you might as 
well get used to it—I’ve been fired by every student 
I ever had.’”
     As always, what happens in Room W109B 
doesn’t stay in Room W109B—it gets recorded on 
video and archived on Proponent Group’s member-
only website for your viewing edification—
whenever the mood strikes and you feel like being 
mentored for a while. 

Golf coaches, according to Andy Hilts, should think more like team-
sport coaches and be the ones who schedules teaching and practice.
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whenever you need it, only on our members-only website. Plus, more than two dozen business templates  
and guides ready for downloading at any time.  

Our Member Mentors  
Tap into the combined knowledge of more than 100 of our members who have offered to assist fellow 

members by sharing their expertise in dozens of relevant topics. Just find your topic of interest and contact 
those listed for advice to tap into our membership’s shared wisdom.  

Our Private Facebook Group  
Ask our Private Facebook group of more than 425 Proponent members your questions  

and you’ll get answers from your peers across North America.  

Our One-on-One Consulting  
For our full members, call our office anytime you need help with a career or business-related issue.  

We talk with dozens of members each week and provide recommendations and advice  
in dozens of areas that can affect your bottom line. 

Log on to www.proponent-group.com or call 407-878-1235
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By Lori Bombka, Operations Manager

After more than 10 years of building our archive of 
presentations on dozens of topics including career 
building, marketing, teaching concepts, player 
development and general business issues, we recently 
passed the 55,000 video viewings milestone on the 
members' website. 
     Members can always access more than 100 hours 
of educational information from the sharpest minds in 
the industry, whenever they are logged onto the 
Proponent Group website. These presentation archives 
can be found under Videos/Webinars on the left-hand 
column Members Only menu.  
     Be on the lookout for new additions to the archive as 
we begin to add the presentations from the recent 
annual Summit and PGA Show, too. The current 
archive includes the following topics and presenters: 

For Associate Members – Career Building
• Lorin Anderson and Andy Hilts – 2018 PGA Show
• Associate Members’ 

Meeting – 2017 Summit 
(Parts 1 and II)

• Associate Members Career 
Growth Meeting – 2017 
PGA Show

• Lorin Anderson – Building 
Your Teaching Career – 
2016 PGA Show Associate 
Members Meeting

• Lorin Anderson – Career 
Growth – 2016 PGA Show 
Associate Members Meeting

• Lorin Anderson – Introduction for 
the 2015 Summit Associate 
Members Session

• Cheryl Anderson and Brandon 
Stooksbury – Climbing the Next 
Rung on the Career Ladder – 
2015 Summit Associate Members 
Meeting

• Devan Bonebrake – Building a Top 
Shelf Teaching Career – 2016 
Summit Associate Members 
Meeting

• Sandy LaBauve, Mike Malaska, 

and Bernie Najar – Building a Top-Shelf Teaching 
Career – 2016 Summit Associate Members Meeting

• Corey Lundberg and Matt Wilson – Finding Your 
Niche and Growing Your Business – 2015 Summit 
Associate Members Meeting 

• Lorin Anderson and David Gould – Career Issues 
Session – 2014 Associate Members Meeting

• Kevin Sprecher – Developing 
Your Teaching Business

Business Issues
• Lorin Anderson – How to 

Protect Your Teaching 
Business in a Changing 
Market

• Lorin Anderson – Instructor 
Marketing and Branding

• Lorin Anderson – Public 
Relations and Free Publicity 
for Golf Instructors

• Lorin Anderson – The State of Instruction:  5 Trends 
to Watch

• Lorin Anderson and Jeff Penson – Secrets to 
Creating Long-Term Students

• Steve Bauerle and Jon Tattersall – Non-Traditional 
Teaching Facilities

• Jackie Beck – Secret Shopper: Customer Service 
Mistakes by Teachers and How to Fix Them

• Mike Bender – Building a Teaching Business
• Jeff Boulton – The Formula for Success for Any 

Business
• Kevin Burdick – Growing Your Business Quickly with 

Twitter
• Kevin Burdick – How YouTube Can Take Your 

Branding to New Heights
•Kevin Burdick – Unlocking the Secrets 
of Facebook Marketing
•Ryan Dailey and Matt Reagan – 
Setting the Standard:  The Future of 
Golf and Your Coaching Business
•Dom DiJulia – Why You Need an 
Advisory Board
•Elizabeth Granahan and Michele 
Gajderowicz – Valuing a Great 
Teaching Program
•Lou Guzzi and Brian Mogg – How to 
Create Professional Quality Video Tips

Proponent Group Members-Only Video Archive Continues to Grow 

VIDEO PRESENTATIONS PASS 55,000 
VIEWINGS 

Members can always 
access more than 150 
hours of educational 
information from the 
sharpest minds in the 

industry, whenever they 
are logged onto the 

Proponent Group website.

Bernie Najar

Bill Davis
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• Jim Hackenberg – Training Aids:  From Idea to 
Market

• Peter Hart and Ricky Potts – How to Grow Your 
Business Using Social Media

• Virgil Herring – How to Dominate Your Market
• Andy Hilts – Increasing Student Referrals and 

Retention
• Brian Jacobs – Secrets to Selling Your Services
• Ian James – Marketing:  Golfers Don’t Want to Buy 

Lessons
• Ian James – Marketing Workshop
• Dr. Rick Jensen – It’s Not Impossible:  Managing 

Work/Life Balance of a Golf Professional
• Dr. Rick Jensen – Taking Your Teaching Business to 

a Higher Level
• Charlie King and Lorin Anderson – Instructor 

Marketing Ideas
• David Leadbetter – How I Built My Teaching 

Business
• Susie Lokey – Social Media 2016:  The Latest Tricks 

of the Trade
• Marketing Workshop: Creating Emails and Collateral 

that Really Sell Your Services
• Marketing Workshop: How to Drive Business with 

Social Media
• Zach Miller – Trends in Websites and Mobile
• Zach Miller and Ricky Potts – Website Design
• Zach Miller, Ricky Potts and John Graham – 

Facebook and Twitter
• Karen Moraghan – Inexpensive Public Relations 

and Brand Building
• Liam Mucklow – Against the Grain:  A Non-

traditional Approach to Building a Teaching 
Business

• Bernie Najar – Creating the Perfect Lesson 
Experience

• Scott Novell and Todd Wilson – A New Business 
Model for Golf Instruction

• Panel Discussion – Compensation Consternation:  
Why It’s So Hard to Get Instructors & Facilities to 
Agree on Pay (Cathy Harbin, Don Parsons, Kenny 
Nairn and Brandon 
Stooksbury)

• Panel Discussion – How to 
Engage More Golfers in 
Instruction (Patrick Leahy 
and Ed Oldham)

• Panel Discussion – How to 
Get a Staff Contract (Rod 
Cook, Dave Stockton, Sr., 
and Trent Wearner)

• Jeff Penson – Secrets to 
Creating Long-Term 
Students

• Jeff Penson – Turbo Charge 
Your Business Through 
Improved Customer Service Relationship 
Management

• Justin Poynter – The Business of Coaching and 
Managing People

• Sebastian Quinn – Social Media for Golfers 
• Chris Rowe – Keys to Teaching Success at a 

Private Club

• Todd Sones – Salesmanship for Golf Professionals
• Mike Whan – The LPGA Commissioner Discusses 

the State of the Game

Career Issues
•Lorin Anderson – Making 
Your Next Career Move
•Lorin Anderson – New Rules 
for Golf Instruction
•Lorin Anderson – 10 Trends 
That Will Affect Your Career in 
the Next 10 Years
•Lorin Anderson – The 
Instructor Job Search:  How it 
is Evolving
•Lorin Anderson – The 
Secrets to Getting on the Top 

Teachers List
• Lorin Anderson and David Gould – Tips for a 

Successful Job Search (Including How to Polish 
Your Resume)

• John Bierkan – The Components to Starting a 
Successful Teaching Career

• Martin Hall – Avoid the Red Lights for a Successful 
Teaching Career

• Matt Luckey – The Golf Instructor’s Guide to 
Preparing for Retirement

• Mike Malizia – Effective Communications Skills for 
Instructing

• Andrew Rice – Things I’ve Learned So Far
• Paul Schempp – How the Best Teachers Became 

the Best
• Paul Schempp – The Keys to Developing Expert 

Teaching Skills 

Coaching
• Mike Bender – Developing Elite Players
• Mike Bender – Teaching Competitive Players
• Henry Brunton – The Movement Towards a 

Coaching Model
• Nick Clearwater – The SwingTRU Motion Study:  

How Big Data is Improving Golf Instruction
• Alison Curdt – Tapping Into Your Best Golf:  The Art 

and Science of Bilateral Stimulation and Other 
Psychological Tools Used in Golf Instruction

• Bill Davis – Prescriptions for Motor Learning
• Bill Davis – The Wave of the Future for Coaching Golf
• J.C. Deacon and Mark Leon – College Golf and 

Beyond
• Spencer Dennis – The Evolution of Athlete 

Development
• Joseph DiChiara – The Paradigm Shift in Golf 

Instruction
• Ann Marie Gildersleeve – From Little Red Book to 

Little Orange Box:  How to Blend Traditional Student 
Relationships With Today’s Technology

• David Grecic – Self – Efficacy

Chris O’Cpnnell

Henry Brunton
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• Martin Hall – My 4 Keys to Being An Effective Coach
• Iain Highfield – Incorporating Mental Game 

Techniques in Practice for Your Students
• Iain Highfield and Matthew Cooke – Performance and 

Strategy
• Dr. Rick Jensen – Coaching Golf:  Easier Said Than Done
• Dr. Rick Jensen – The New Coaching Model
• Matt Kluck and Dr. Dennis Sweeney – Use Games to 

Speed Learning
• Mike Malizia – Teaching Today:  Are You Prepared to 

be Your Best Coach?
• Lynn Marriott and Pia Nilsson – The Art of 

Performance: From Concept to Application
• Lynn Marriott and Pia Nilsson – Game Changers for 

the Future
• Lynn Marriott and Pia Nilsson – Golf Instruction’s 

Missing Ingredient:  Enhance Your Coaching Skills to 
Complement Your Technical Knowledge

• Lynn Marriott and Pia Nilsson – The Human Skills of 
the Game – Indoor and Outdoor Sessions

• Cameron McCormick – The Journey to High 
Performance

• Gale Peterson – “Achieve and Leave” Practice Plans
• Justin Poynter – The Business of Coaching and 

Managing People
• Will Robins – The 5 Hurdles to Overcome When 

Transitioning Your Business from Hourly Coaching to 
the Results Based Coaching Model

• Will Robins – Why NOT Giving Your Customers What 
They Want Can Double and Even Triple Your Income

• Brendan Ryan – How to Structure Effective Practice
• Peter Sanders with Cheryl Anderson and Mike 

Bender – How Statistical Analysis Can Create a 
Competitive Advantage

• Peter Sanders – Statistics vs. Analysis
• Dr. Gio Valiente – Fearless Golf
• Steven Yellin – The Fluid Motion Factor

Clubfitting
• Alan Hodde, E.J. Kim, and Ben Willman – Putter 

Fitting for Juniors
• Terry Koehler – Equipment:  Solving Students’ Set 

Make Up Issues 
• Darren May – Clubfitting
• Bill Price – Clubfitting with Mizuno’s Bill Price

Full Swing
• Mike Adams – What TrackMan has learned from the 

World’s Greatest Golfers
• Mike Adams and Mike Malaska – Full Swing
• Todd Anderson and Randy Myers – Live Lessons
• Steve Atherton – Learning Styles, Most Difficult Move 

and Power Production
• Mike Bender, Martin Hall and Gale Peterson – Faults 

and Fixes Panel
• Jef Carr and Bernie Najar – Balance Weight Shift 

Data:  Tour Players vs. Amateurs

• Bobby Clampett – The Ideas Behind Impact Zone 
Golf

• Dom DiJulia – Live Lesson Full Swing
• Dr. Mike Duffey and Eric Handley – Opening the 

Front Door to Ground Forces:  How We Create 
Velocity in the Golf Swing

• Dr. Mike Duffey and Eric Handley – Assessing and 
Teaching with Ground Forces

• Tyler Ferrell – A Good Release:  The Shoulder or The 
Wrist?

• Matt Frelich – Using TrackMan for Player 
Development

• Bryan Hepler – Tathata Golf Movement Training:  A 
Revolution in Golf Instruction

• Mike Malaska – The Invisible Swing
• Brian Manzella – How TrackMan and 3D Data are 

Refining 21st Century Teaching
• Brian Manzella – How to Utilize New Ball Flight and 

Golf Swing Science to Improve Your Teaching

• Tony Morgan, Ryan Lumsden – Identifying Correlations 

to Define Coaching Priorities for Your Student

• Bernie Najar – Better Golf From the Ground Up

• Dr. Robert Neal – Forces and Torques Applied to the 

Handle of the Golf Club 

• Chris O’Connell – Why So Many Golfers are Scared 

to Take Lessons and What to Do About It

• Andrew Park – Live Lesson Full Swing
• Dana Rader and Dr. Jim Suttie – Live Lessons
• Andrew Rice – Live Lesson Short Game
• Mark Sheftic – Teaching With BodiTrak
• Kevin Smeltz – Shift & Lift:  A Study in Pressure and 3D
• Dr. Jim Suttie – The Art of Teaching
• Dr. David Wright – Maximizing the Application of 

Force:  ‘Recruiting’ Power Begins at Setup With Core 
Symmetry

Golf Fitness
• Mark Blackburn and Jon Tattersall – Understanding 

Functional Movement in Golf Skills
• Rod Cook and Dr. Troy Van Biezen – Injury 

Prevention/Performance Improvement
• David Donatucci and John Scheffler – Bridging the 

Body/Swing Gap
• Damon Goddard and Tim Mahoney – Increasing 

Athleticism on the Course Through the Training Floor 
Mike Malaska – Adding Fitness to Your Teaching

• Dr. Greg Rose – Power Development for Golf
• Chuck Wolf – Swing Faults and Functional Solutions

Junior Instruction
• Henry Brunton – Managing Expectations of Parents
• Henry Brunton – The New Competitive Golfer
• John Bryan and John Godwin – Importance of 

Clubfittig in Junior Golfers’ Swing Development
• Jacob Davidson – Junior Golf and Club Companies:  

What You Need to Know
• Patricia Donnelly, PhD. – Teaching Junior Golfers
• Brendan Elliott, Kate Tempesta, and Nicole Weller – 

The Power of 6 and Under
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• Iain Highfield – What a Junior Needs to Evolve as a 
Player and Person

• Brandi Jackson – Helping Your Juniors Navigate the 
Path to College

• Junior Panel Discussion:  Trillium Sellers, Host, with 
Cheryl Anderson, James Leitz, Kevin Smeltz, and 
Dan Carraher

• Dr. Robert Neal – Biomechanics in Action
• Mic Potter – Succeeding in Collegiate Golf: How to 

Help Competitive Juniors Prepare for the Next Level
• Brendan Ryan, Dan Carraher, and David Grecic – 

College Golf:  By the Numbers
• Kate Tempesta – How I Teach Very Young Golfers

Player Development
• Cheryl Anderson, Eden Foster, Travis Fulton, Rick 

Grayson and Mike Scully – Player Development Panel
• Martin Chuck – Role of Technology in Development
• Ralph Landrum – How to Grow Your Business 

Through Player Development
• Tony Morgan and Trillium Sellers – Using Feeling to 

Accelerate Player Development
• David Ogrin – Lessons We Can Learn From 

TopGolf’s Success
• Panel Discussion: Player Development (Cheryl 

Anderson, Eden Foster, Travis Fulton, Rick Grayson 
and Mike Scully)

• Trent Wearner – Golf Scrimmages

Short Game/Putting
• Mike Duhamel with Brad Faxon – Short Game:  The 

Science of Timing and Tempo
• Fred Griffin – How I Teach the Short Game
• Martin Hall – How I Teach the Short Game
• Don Hurter – Teaching the Short Game
• Dr. Robert Neal – 3D Putting: The New Frontier
• Dr. Robert Neal and Layne Savoie – Short Game:  

What the Experts Do
• Dr. Robert Neal and Layne Savoie – Wedge Craft:  

Friction, Spin, and Launch
• David Orr – 5 Common Putting Problems and Some 

Cures
• David Orr – Putting: Coaching the Tour 

Player
• Nancy Quarcelino – Beyond the Basics:  

Wedge Play
• Todd Sones – Using and Fitting the Belly 

Putter
• Mark Sweeney – Greenreading Through 

Aimpoint Technology
• Stan Utley – How I Teach Putting
• Kevin Weeks – How I Teach Putting

Teaching Buildings
• Mike Bender – Leasing and Building an 

Academy
• Kenny Nairn – The Ups and Downs of 

Building a Teaching Building

Teaching Concepts
• Nick Clearwater – The SwingTRU Motion 

Study:  How Big Data Is Improving Golf 

Instruction
• Dr. Debbie Crews and Tim Suzor – Game Your 

Brain: The Science Behind Cognitive Training
• Bill Davis and Darren May – Every Ball Counts: 

Merging Elite Coaching and Golf Intelligence
• Glenn Deck – Genetic Golf: A Shift in How We 

Teach
• Martin Hall – Teachers Can’t Be Too Creative
• Martin Hall and Vicki Vanderpool – How to Give a 

Great Lesson on the Internet
• Bryan Hepler – Tathata Golf Movement Training:  A 

Revolution in Golf Instruction
• Virgil Herring – How to Use Doppler Radar with 

Students
• Don Hurter – Introduction to DECADE
• Dr. Tim Lee – The Science of Acquiring and 

Retaining Golf Skills
• Tim Mahoney – Secrets for Great Group Instruction
• Mike Malaska – The Invisible Swing
• Mike Malizia – Teaching Today:  Are You Prepared 

to be Your Best Coach?
• Theresa McKeon – TAG Teach
• Bernie Najar – Better Golf From the Ground Up
• Ed Oldham – Flip Your Classroom
• Gale Peterson – How to Conduct World Class Clinics
• Greg Schulze – Lesson Language: Why It Matters
• Trillium Sellers Rose – A Framework for Teaching All 

Motor Skills Including the Golf Swing
• Trillium Sellers Rose – “Being Uncomfortable”: The 

Challenge in Learning
• Mark Sheftic – Teaching With Boditrack
• Fred Shoemaker – Unlocking Your Students’ 

Potential
• Jon Sinclair – Discovering the Differences Between 

2D and 3D Video Capture
• Dan Sniffen – Player and Caddie Mindset
• Kevin Sprecher – Using Technology in Coaching
• Summit Super Panel – Including Mike Bender, 

Martin Hall, David Leadbetter, Cameron McCormick, 
Lynn Marriott, and Pia Nilsson

• John Weir – Teach to Your Student’s Personality

Mike Bender, Pia Nilsson, Lynn Marriott, Cameron McCormick and David Leadbetter
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https://online.swingcatalyst.com/externalsignin/?returnUrl=http://shop.swingcatalyst.com/Plugins/ExternalAuthScOnline/LoginToken?returnUrl=/Plugins/SubscriptionTrial/GetStarted&source=freetrial
https://online.swingcatalyst.com/externalsignin/?returnUrl=http://shop.swingcatalyst.com/Plugins/ExternalAuthScOnline/LoginToken?returnUrl=/Plugins/SubscriptionTrial/GetStarted&source=freetrial
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WHAT I’VE LEARNED: 
IAN CLARK 
WORLD OF GOLF, SURREY, ENGLAND

INTERVIEW BY PAUL RAMEE, JR 

His countryman J.R.R. Tolkein once wrote, “Not all 
those who wander are lost.” Ian Clark, at age 22, may 
have been inspired by that notion as he departed 
England for the Middle East, seeking opportunity in 
desert outposts like Dubai and Abu Dhabi. 
     The path Clark had been on prior to that, albeit close 
to home, was adventurous enough. At age 16 and not 
yet finished with his schooling, he nonetheless felt 
emboldened to embark on a professional career. As he 
explains in this interview with Paul Ramee, being young 
and naive did bring on certain difficulties, but they were 
easily offset by Ian’s adaptability and his preference for 
challenge over comforts.
     Today you’ll find the well-traveled Proponent Group 
member teaching full-time at the 60-bay World of Golf 
range complex in the London suburb of New Malden, 
Surrey. It’s a practice factory to say the least, with 
40,000 balls launched—or dribbled a few feet—each 
day. His workplace is the busiest range in Europe and 
Clark’s academy, nicely stocked with technology, has a 
month-long waiting list of students looking to book time.
     As a Trackman Master Instructor, a Golfing Machine 
authorized instructor and a TPI certified coach, Ian Clark 
exemplifies the modern coach who has gone looking for 

advanced 
training in places 
far and near. He 
was recently 
honored as one 
of the Top 100 
coaches in the 
UK by Golf World magazine. From the British PGA he 
has earned the designation of Advanced Fellow, roughly 
equivalent to Master Professional status in the U.S.
     Clark is a regular contributor for Golf World UK and is 
on the teaching panel for Today’s Golfer magazine. He 
has presented at Britain’s national golf show as well as 
various PGA teaching and coaching seminars. 

We know you got started early as a working golf 
professional, Ian. Tell us how that came to be.
My dad is a golfer and by the time I was 11 or 12 he 
started taking me to the course. When it seemed I was 
ready, he’d let me play a few holes. Gradually I 
improved, to the point where I was actually better than 
him, which he didn’t exactly like. At that point I joined the 
local golf course. One of my first instructors was a 
gnarly old Scotsman.who did push-ups on his fingertips. 
He was plain scary. I thought if I didn’t hit a good shot 

The population of 
potential lesson-
takers at Clark’s 
facility, World of Golf 
in suburban London, is 
large and diverse. In 
an average day 
customers launch 
40,000 range balls. 
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Not every facility 
owner has the intuition 
to realize that a coach 
with a lofty reputation 
will help drive the 
business. Ian Clark’s 
owner at World of Golf 
was an exception, 
eagerly providing 
Clark with two 
spacious bays in 
which to work. 

that guy would kill me. I got down to about a 2 handicap 
and pictured myself winning the Open Championship 
by age 20 or so. That didn’t happen, so yes, I’m still 
waiting.

But golf was definitely your game, right?
Indeed, it was. I left school at 16, which you can’t even 
do anymore in the UK, and went to work at the local golf 
club. This was a true old-school apprenticeship. I 
worked 12 hours a day, six days a week, and got paid 
about $60 for my labors. I was allowed to go and 
practice one hour a day. For a 16-year-old, that 
translates to “I’m getting paid to practice my golf!” Back 
in the shop I did all the lowest jobs, sweeping floors, 
cleaning trolley wheels, rewhipping woods, that sort of 
thing.

And yet you probably felt you were in on your way 
to great things.
The idea was to become an official PGA Trainee and 
enter the program, which I managed to do. Starting as 
early as I did meant that by age 21 I was a fully qualified 
PGA Member. At that point I had begun teaching some 
of the juniors, still with the idea of playing for a living. A 
year went by and I heard about an opportunity to work 
overseas, in Dubai. I put together a resume, submitted it 
and got offered the job. 

Sounds like that was a game-changer for you.
It was really cool. I was going from an assistant’s job at 
a sleepy club in the countryside to a full-time teaching 
position at a brand new golf club in the Middle East. 
Just the idea of leaving home and moving to a foreign 
country was a big deal. Dubai is where I really got 
myself on the road to a career in teaching. I was on the 

tee 12 hours a day, in the heat, and I was coaching 
alongside a very good instructor whom I learned a lot 
from. It got me asking myself how good a coach I could 
actually become.

Dubai at that time was really trying to turn itself into 
a golf destination, as I recall. Did you find that it had 
a new-frontier atmosphere?
It absolutely did. Not far from the club I was working at 
there was a new project going in. It was down the road 
in Abu Dhabi, where a local guy was building his own 
golf course. He asked me if I wanted to sign on with him 
as head professional, so I said yes, and took the job. 
You might imagine that I didn’t ask too many questions 
because when I showed up there was no golf course. It 
never occurred to me to ask if the course was built. I 
just assumed it was.

What happened then?
Well, it turned into a great experience because for a full 
year I worked every day alongside the golf course 
architect. It was terrific, helping him design various 
aspects of the course. We also designed an academy 
and we got the place open in about a year. Right away 
we had about 100 members. After we opened, we had 
to meet budgets and really grind away at the operation, 
and so the job lost a good deal of its fun. I went from 
riding around on a utility vehicle helping design green 
sites to worrying about fertilizer budgets and rounds of 
golf. In that time I also did very little coaching, and I 
really missed it.

Was that the end of your stint in the Middle East?
It was. I had been over there for five years and it felt like 
the right moment to return home. I got an opportunity to 
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go to work for the Jack Nicklaus/Jim Flick Golf Schools 
at a site just outside of London. It was set up as what in 
the States you would call an independent-contractor 
position. A bit different from Dubai, where I had been a 
full-time employee, getting a regular paycheck. 

That can be a strong motivator.
Indeed it can. I remember that realization—hey, if I don’t 
teach today, I don’t get paid and I don’t eat. At the 
Nicklaus/Flick academy we had a big staff, 10 
instructors. You had to be really good and you had to 
carve out your own style. That’s the point at which I 
really immersed myself into the craft of coaching. I came 
upon Brian Manzella’s stuff and read it and adopted 
quite a bit of it. I paid a lot of attention to what he said 
about teaching in an environment with other teachers 
and how you could make yourself stand out—basically, 
fix people and keep them coming back. 

Did that set you up well for the next career step?
Definitely. I made the move in 2001 to the place I’m at 
now, World of Golf in New Malden. They mean it when 
they say we’re the busiest range in Europe. You’re 
talking about a million golf balls a month getting hit. It’s a 
60-bay range, 30 on each tier. The owner thought I 
could make a good contribution to the business, so he 
built me two bays of my own.

I imagine you acquired some interesting mentors 
along the way. Can you talk about some of them?
The first professionaI I worked for, Sean Clark, showed 
me that our work is quite serious. I was only 16, had just 

left school and Sean really taught me at a young age 
what it meant to be professional. He was organized, he 
had files on everything and he was the “smartest” 
dressed man I had ever met. It showed me what I 
wanted to look and act like. In Dubai, I worked alongside 
a guy by the name of Adrian Flaherty, whose approach 
to coaching was unique for the time. He was the first guy 
using video and drawing lines on the TV monitor and 
showing where the club shaft was. I was 21, thought I 
knew everything and this guy is drawing lines on video 
screens and I am thinking. “How does that work?”  In the 
U.K. there is James Martin, who works for TrackMan. I 
know I can pick up the phone at any time and call 
James, get an answer and look smart to my students.

How about in the U.S.?
Mike Bender, Brian Manzella, Martin Cook—those are 
all guys I have watched and studied, at various times. 
Basically everything I do, I’ve stolen from someone else. 
I remember being at a point where I had really become 
confident working with my students, and then I got the 
chance to go to The Club at Ibis, in Florida, and observe 
Martin Hall. That took the thing to a whole different level. 
I went down there thinking “Hey, I am really getting the 
hang of this.” After three days watching Martin I thought, 
“I am a million miles away.”

As a Proponent member working in the UK, what is 
your engagement with the group like?
I call Lorin and Andy all the time. They must believe that 
I don’t know anything. Whatever my question is they’ll 
provide an answer or else put me in touch with someone 

His early years 
in Dubai 
brought Clark 
into contact 
with a teaching 
pro who 
adopted video 
early on. That 
started a long 
process for Ian 
of learning 
about new 
technology and 
working it into 
his practice. 
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Starting his career 
at age 16, Clark 
learned early the 
value of 
interpersonal 
connection with 
students. “You have 
to make people feel 
welcome,” he says. 

who can. On one occasion I called Proponent and 
through them I was put in touch with Jim McLean. And 
Jim then took the time to respond to my email. 

What does your programming look like, going 
forward?
Well, I’ve recently had an in-depth discussion with Andy 
Hilts about that, and as a result I’ll be introducing new 
programs for 2019. My conversation with Andy was 
pretty mind-blowing—he’s really helped me streamline 
what I offer and put a true sales program in place. He 
told me I needed to change my concept of what 
qualifies as expensive. “You have a student driving 
around in a McLaren 720s, which is about $300,000 
with tax. That’s expensive, Ian—your fee isn’t.” Based 
on that I added a 52-hour coaching product for this 
year. Andy’s point was that it would only fit a few 
people, but I only need a few of them to buy it—“that’s 
why hotels only have one Presidential Suite.”

What are the biggest differences from the 
European Tour to the PGA Tour?
On the PGA Tour, you’re not required to adjust and 
adapt very much. From week to week, the conditions 
are the same, practice facilities are all amazing, there’s 
one language and no customs. On the European Tour, 
your travel isn’t from state to state, it’s from country to 
country. That means different languages, maybe 
different currency, and certainly different food, which is 
a big deal because nutrition has become such a major 
factor in a player’s training. European players seem 
better prepared for anything that may come up.

Along those lines, what advice would you have 
for future U.S. Ryder Cup players and coaches?
I don’t think the U.S. team puts the same emphasis 
on Ryder Cup that Europe does. Tommy Fleetwood 
was asked about his goals 18 months before the 
2018 Ryder Cup and he said making the team was a 
higher priority than winning a major. Would as U.S. 
player feel that way? Justin Thomas, Jordan Spieth, 
Patrick Reed—they seem to get the Ryder Cup’s 
importance. I wonder if every U.S. player does.

How profitable has online coaching been for 
you? Has it been a source of new students?
I find that it’s more a service to my existing 
students. Just today I had a student at Doral who 
sent me over a clip. I get a lot of that. 

And you charge them?
Yes, I charge £25, about the equivalent of $35.

Is there any advice you would offer to young 
instructors coming up?
Teach a lot, even if it’s for free sometimes. And go 
see as many teachers as you can, even if you 
disagree with them. In fact, it might actually be 
better if you do disagree with them, so you see 
another style of teaching. And the Internet doesn’t 
count—go in person and really see how they 
conduct themselves, how they organize their day, 
how they welcome students—all those  little things, 
which really do matter to your success. 
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MARTIN BARTOLOME, Jim McLean Golf Schools, Coral 
Gables, FL – Associate Member 
DREW BURKHARD, Jim McLean Golf Schools, Miami 
Beach, FL – Associate Member

BOBBY COLE, Jim McLean Golf Schools, Coral Gables, 
FL – Associate Member

MARK COSTAREGNI, Jim McLean Golf Schools, Coral 
Gables, FL – Associate Member

PATRICK COYNER, Baltimore CC, MD – Full Member

GLEN FARNSWORTH, Jim McLean Golf Schools, Coral 
Gables, FL – Associate Member

RYAN HAGER, Jim McLean Golf Schools, Coral Gables, 
FL – Associate Member

MICHAEL HUNT, Jim McLean Golf Schools, Miami 
Beach, FL – Associate Member

BRIAN HUNZEKER, Jim McLean Golf Schools, Miami 
Beach, FL – Associate Member

MARY HUNZEKER, Jim McLean Golf Schools, Miami 
Beach, FL – Associate Member

BILL MADONNA JR., Bighorn Golf Club, Palm Desert, 
CA – Full Member

JIM McLEAN, Jim McLean Golf Schools, Coral Gables, 
FL – Full Member

ROBERTA NEVES, Jim McLean Golf Schools, Coral 
Gables, FL – Associate Member

JULIO NUTT, Jim McLean Golf Schools, Coral Gables, 
FL – Associate Member

RUSHI OZA, Jim McLean Golf Schools, Coral Gables, FL 
– Associate Member

JON SCHOEPF, Jim McLean Golf Schools, Miami 
Beach, FL – Associate Member

BRANDO TOMMASI, Jim McLean Golf Schools, Miami 
Beach, FL – Associate Member

GAVIN WITZER, Henry Brunton Golf at Strawberry 
Farms, Irvine, CA – Full Member

GRAYSON ZACKER, Jim McLean Golf Schools, Coral 
Gables, FL – Associate Member

WELCOME PROPONENT GROUP’S 
NEW MEMBERS FOR JANUARY 

Proponent Group’s newsletter is published 12 times a year.  Back issues are available at no charge for active members and at a per-issue 
price of $20 for non-members. Subscriptions are available to non-members at an annual fee of $240 at lbombka@proponent-group.com.

THE PREMIER NETWORK OF GOLF INSTRUCTORS

Proponent Group joined the friends and colleagues 
of longtime member Jeff Chambers in congratulating 
Jeff for earning the PGA of Canada’s 2018 Coach of 
the Year honors. Every year during the PGA 
Merchandise Show, the Canadian contingent holds 
a celebratory PGA 
of Canada Night, 
during which the 
organization’s 
major awards are 
handed out. 
     Named for the 
CPGA Hall of Fame 
instructor Ben Kern, 
this national award 
caps a string of 
significant honors 
and achievements for 
Chambers, whose 
base of operations is 
Elmwood Golf and 
Country Club in the town of Swift 
Current, Saskatchewan. Chambers had been honored 
as the PGA of Saskatchewan Coach of the Year back in 
October. 
     Meanwhile, his Jeff Chambers Golf Academy 
players had an outstanding season, easily finishing 
first in academy point totals in the Maple Leaf Junior 
Tour Order of Merit series this summer. Chambers  
also coached Team Canada at the Nordic Junior 
Team Matches in Estonia in September. 

ALL MEMBERS: PLEASE VISIT 
PROPONENT’S NEW WEBSITE AND 

UPDATE YOUR PASSWORD

PGA OF CANADA’S TOP COACH 
FOR 2018 IS JEFF CHAMBERS 

Jeff Chambers, top CPGA Coach


